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Q* Which do I choose first my headpiece or my hairstyle?
A* It is good to have an idea of what you want your hair to look like before deciding on
veils and tiaras. If you no ideas look through pictures to see what appeals to you, your
hairstylist will also be very helpful. My experience has been that updos look great when
accented with tiaras, or some sparkle and glitz, and headbands work best with hair down
and loose.
To keep the over all look in your mind, take a picture of your dress with you when
shopping for hair accessories. A simple, elegant dress can handle a much more ornate
headpiece, it is better to keep the accents understated if your dress is very detailed.
Q* How close to wedding day should I color or cut my hair?
A* Highlights or coloring should be done 2-3 weeks before your big day, this will allow
time to get use to the added color and if you are not happy you will have time to make
adjustments.
This is also a good time to deep condition your hair so that you have lots of shine and
manageability. I also recommend deep conditioning treatments every 4-6 weeks as a part of
your regular hair maintenance routine. Do not deep condition the day before your wedding.
Q* Is a trial run with my wedding day stylist really important?
A* Yes. This time will help you to eliminate any potential problems before the big day,
you will know exactly what do expect, be assured you like what you see and how much
time you need to allow.
A really dramatic hairstyle for yourself when you are used to sleek and simple hair will
make you feel uncomfortable and you won’t like it. The trial run is a great opportunity to
realize that.
Q* I want a hairstyle that I think you hair is too thin to do, is there anything I can use to
help?
A* Many famous people use hairpieces and clip-on extensions, these are fabulous tools
for adding volume and length you need to achieve your particular style. Your hairstylist
can help you with color matching your hair and give you an inexpensive option on this

priceless trick.
Your hairstyle on wedding day can make you feel like a queen, whether you choose an
updo or choose to have your hair natural and flowing.

